
Helping Students Develop Social Capital to Enhance 
Adult Success

Strategically  Building Relationships between Adults 
and Students



Agenda
What is the Breakthrough Success Community, and why 
do we use the Developmental Relationships framework?

How do we measure relationships, and what does that 
look like?
What is an example of how a school uses this 
information?



Follow Along (and Needed for our 
Activity!)

bit.ly/DR-SlideDeck



Every system is perfectly designed 
to get exactly the results that it 

gets. 
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The Results We Get

Graphic from The New York Times, The Upshot, April 29, 2016 
Based on data from “The Geography of Racial/Ethnic Test Score Gaps”, by Sean F. Reardon, Demetra Kalogrides and Kenneth Shores, Stanford University



We will produce breakthrough improvement
in our students’ life trajectories

by transforming the 9th grade experience.



We will produce breakthrough improvement
in our students’ life trajectories

by transforming the 9th grade experience.



Share Power

Challenge Growth Provide SupportExpress Care

Expand Possibilities

“Show me that I matter to you.”
“Push me to keep getting better.” “Help me complete tasks and 

achieve goals. ”

“Treat me with respect and 
give me a say.

“Connect me with people that 
broaden my world.”

Developmental Relationships:
Close connections through which young people discover who they are, 

gain abilities to shape their own lives, and learn how to interact with and 
contribute to the world around them. 





Developmental relationships go 
beyond simply caring.

Developmental relationships are like 
roots, in that they provide young 

people with nourishment, 
support, and stability.

Reflection

Think, Pair, Share:
Think about a developmental relationship that you had in 
your own life growing up. Who was it with? How did that 
person provide you nourishment, support, and stability?



1OUT
OF5 YOUTH REPORT HAVING 

NO DEVELOPMENTAL 
RELATIONSHIPS Image created by David Courey from 

Noun Project



CHALLENGE: Our Net Has Holes.
Some of our students are not feeling seen and held.
They don’t know who go to for help. 

There is work to do in order to build a reliable system that 
provides every student with connections to caring adults. 



8,991
students completed the 

survey!

Our Students Have Spoken!

The majority of our students report experiencing a moderate or strong amount of 
developmental relationships! Many students have named specific adults they feel 

connected to. Their free responses are heart-felt and compelling! 



Overall Summary

X

Z



DR Survey Reporting: School A



Looking for Disproportionate Experiences



DR Survey Reporting



DR Survey Reporting



Network-Wide Findings

Sentence Frame:
“For all the students whose responses indicated 

MODERATE relationship strength in Fall,
17 students indicate STRONG relationships now.”



Network-Wide Findings

Sentence Frame:
“For all the students whose responses indicated 

_____ relationship strength in Fall
X students indicate ____ relationships now.”



Open-Ended Responses
Open-Ended Questions

★ Free Response 1 - Please name an adult at this 
school you could go to for support, help, or 
guidance.

★ Free Response 2 - What does this person do that 
makes you know you could go to them?

★ Free Response 3 - What are 1-2 things that your 
teachers have done to help you try even harder in 
class? 



Spreadsheet for Hearing Student Stories



Imagine that your table is the school Team 
at School A….

● Review and discuss the summary visuals from the slides 
using the url: bit.ly/DR-SlideDeck (5 minutes)
○ How is the school doing at nurturing strong 

relationships between school adults and students?

● Review and discuss the student free response spreadsheet 
here or use this url: bit.ly/DR-OpenEnded  Consider which 
students are saying they have no-one to go to at their 
school….  (5 minutes)

○ What change idea might you try to increase the 
strength of relationships for these students?

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/10ImTwwL60rIL1qi0Q3uYXh1ThDrvxoyO/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=110183145950981902876&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/10ImTwwL60rIL1qi0Q3uYXh1ThDrvxoyO/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=110183145950981902876&rtpof=true&sd=true


One Example…



Two Educators Stories

Shane Durkan 
Alg Teacher x 9yrs 
& 9th Grade Lead

@ Skyline High School, Oakland

Abrham Alem
Ethnic Studies, 10yrs & 

Relationship Champ
@ Skyline High School, Oakland



Looking at the Developmental Relationship Survey during a team meeting

I really want us 
to leave this 
meeting with an 
action step



Oh … how about 
the 2x10, I heard 
someone talk about 
in a BTSC mtg



How about the 2 of 
you try it first? See 
how it goes, work out 
the kinks, write the 
playbook?

This girl, always 
with the “start 
smaller”... 



Very Warm
Strong 

Relationship

Not so Warm
Weak 

Relationship

2 - Shane1 - Alem

Nervous + “She straight up does not like me. I have 
tried with her this year, but I’ll try this”

How will we know this was an improvement?

Where did the Relationship Start?



2 X 10

❏ 2 minutes for 10 consecutive days
❏ No Academic or Behavior talk
❏ Ideally, the teacher reflects daily on what they 

learned about the student AND what they 
learned about themselves



She does not like 
me.

awkward

2 minutes is hard

He likes video 
games

Not easy

He likes video 
games

Im still trying

Still Small talk, 
how do we talk 
about more

She said hi to 
me!!!

I think small talk 
is OK, we’re 
having fun

We actually 
talked talked

Feels more 
comfortable

X
I feel like there is 
a real rapport 
happening
We are vibing, 
he’s a sweet kid, 
I really feel like 
he is warming up 
to me, he is 
acting different, 
more engaged, 
talking to me 
more, asking for 
help

Learning so 
much about her -
this girl is so 
cool, she says hi 
to me and jokes 
with me

X



Very Warm
Strong 

Relationship

Not so Warm
Weak 

Relationship

4.5 - Shane4 - Alem

How will we know this was an improvement?

Where did the Relationship Start?



“Wow, I was so wrong 
about her. I didn’t even 
realize I had these 
assumptions about her.”



“This makes you go 
beyond the usual things 
you ever talk about, you 
actually form a real 
relationship.”



“I realized there’s the 
relationship you think you 
have with a student, and 
then there’s the actual 
relationship you have with 
a student.”



Biggest Takeaways
● Most students have VERY few meaningful 

interactions with adults through-out the school 
day

● This is equal parts changing relationships with 
students AND changing ADULT mindsets about 
students

● The size of the relationship is the amount you can 
push the student academically

● The Developmental Relationships Survey data 
pushes teachers to examine what they think they 
know about students and the data is motivating



Questions???



Dave Calhoun dave.c@coredistricts.org

Juli Coleman
juli.c@coreidstricts.org

mailto:dave.c@coredistricts.org
mailto:juli.c@coreidstricts.org




EXTRA SLIDES BELOW



Systems





“We can’t impose our will upon a system. We can listen to what the system tells us, and discover how 

its properties and our values can work together to bring forth something much better than could ever 

be produced by our will alone. We can’t control systems or figure them out. But we can dance with 

them!

I already knew that, in a way before I began to study systems. I had learned about dancing with great 

powers from whitewater kayaking, from gardening, from playing music, from skiing. All those 

endeavors require one to stay wide-awake, pay close attention, participate flat out, and respond to 

feedback. It had never occurred to me that those same requirements might apply to intellectual work, 

to management, to getting along with people.

Living successfully in a world of systems requires more of us than our ability to calculate. It requires 

our full humanity–our rationality, our ability to sort out truth from falsehood, our intuition, our 

compassion, our vision, and our morality.”

- Donella Meadows, Scholar & Teacher of Systems Thinking



Dancing With Systems

UNDERLYING STRUCTURES: 

● Policies - Organizational 
rules, regulations, and 
priorities that guide actions.

● Practices - Procedures, 
guidelines, or informal 
shared habits that comprise 
the work. 

What are some of the 
underlying structures 
(policies, practices) that will 
need to be the focus of 
redesign & improvement in 
our driver area?

MENTAL MODELS: Habits of 
thought—deeply held beliefs and 
assumptions and taken-for-granted 
ways of operating that influence how 
we think, what we do, and how we 
talk.

Relating to our driver area 
specifically, what are some of the 
mental models that may be 
contributing to our current 
system?



Community-Wide Data

What do you predict your school’s graphs will look like? 

What do you predict other schools’ graphs will look like?
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“Data are not blunt instruments for imposing 
sanctions and offering rewards; they are resources 
used to deepen understanding of current 
operations and to generate insights about where 
to focus efforts to improve.”

Learning to Improve
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